
At the age of two, Lauren began seeing into the spiritual realm after developing
permanent double vision and a lazy eye from a brief illness. With her left lazy eye,
she could see into the spiritual world and with her right and dominant eye, the
physical world. Lauren suppressed her gifts for many years.

In 2007, Lauren opened a part-time spiritual practice as a single mother to help
others who suffered from pain, trauma, and loss. Concerned if she was doing the
right thing by God, she sought out the priest at her church. After telling stories of
how she saved people from suicide and overdoses, his response was "Not all
mediums work for God, but you do."  Lauren went on to be tested and endorsed
over eight times for accuracy and authenticity to prove the afterlife exists.  Lauren
has appeared on television on The List TV Show, Lifetime's Married at First Sight,
and in The Lady of the Dune's 2022 Documentary. She is also the Host of The
Medium Lauren Robbins TV Show on The Bold Brave TV Network..

Endorsed Psychic Medium | Afterlife Medium | Author | Spiritual Teacher |  TV Host     

about
Lauren (Bortolami) Robbins is a World-Renowned and Award-Winning Tested and Endorsed Evidential Psychic
Medium, Afterlife Research Medium, Author, Healer, Spiritual Teacher, and Spiritual/Paranormal Expert who is
Catholic. She has earned over 450+ 5-star written reviews by clients and awards as a Best Psychic Medium.
She is one of the best and most accurate Psychics and Spiritual Mediums placing her as one of the Top
Psychic Mediums in Massachusetts, and worldwide. 
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Lauren's mission is to help people on their life path,
heal from the loss of a loved one, and prove the
afterlife exists thorough her work.
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